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WPSU is looking to find manageable ways to get outside of Centre County and build affinity and trust by having a presence, which can be anything from a promotional presence, participating on that town’s events, or a full blown initiative that reaches across segments of the population, engaging different ages and interests.This map shows WPSU’s TV and FM footprints divided into eight service areas. Then within these areas we would create activity hubs that we could return to again and again and build a community of advocates.The grayed out areas show in a simplistic way where WPSU’s footprint is overlapping with other stations WITF, WQED and WVIA. The thought is that we will have the greatest participation in areas where we are thought of as the main public media station.For our committee’s first efforts we are looking at Bedford as our pilot area.



Bedford Selection Criteria
• Advocate: Board member presence
• Community Advocates

• Champion at Bedford Co. Chamber of Commerce
• Bedford Downtown, Inc.
• Summer Movie Night in the Square
• Summer Sunset Social – potential for jazz concert open house
• November Holiday Open House

• Bedford County Library
• Circulates 68,905 items per year

• Population: 29,500
• Distance
• Gathering place: Good downtown access venues
• Industry: Kennametal, JLG Industries, Inc., REI
• Community Events: County Fair in July/August, Fall Foliage 
• Youth Organizations: 4-H
• Newspaper: Bedford Gazette
• Other opportunities?
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Bedford seems to have the mix that we need to be successful.A board member in the community with lots of contacts and context.Community advocatesGood population size not too large to be hard to reach but not too small to find connections.The travel time for WPSU staff is something that can be a drive out and back in one day.Nice industry base and local businessesExisting community events and socials we could take part in.



Subcommittee Challenge

Business Goals
1. Engage the community 

through a broad appeal 
participation initiative.

2. Activate community partners.
3. Build a presence in the 

community through 
marketing and distribution of 
resources (support Ed 
committee).

Find ways to engage audience in Bedford to building affinity 
and trust with WPSU programs and services.

Results
1. Membership Growth
2. Business Support leads
3. Go-to people who WPSU can 

count on for information and 
participation
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So what exactly are we trying to do. Our committee will be focused on engagement.  Our three goals are to Engage audience to build an affinity, relevance, and trust with WPSU services and programsBy…Activating community partners to be our advocates, help us find resources and create community.Being there in the community by participating or offering resources within our mission where they are lacking.This will lead to…Opening doors for membership to cultivate future donors.Identifying business support to fund outreach.And developing strong relationships with community leaders who we can go to to ask for distribution of educational materials, ideas and leads for digital shorts or news features, and for ways for WPSU to get in front of their residents.



Unique Value of WPSU

Content and Distribution
 Fan Experience

What does WPSU have to offer that is special, different, unique?
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We start by looking at what WPSU can offer that may not be absolutely unique, but is special and above what other media entities and non-profits can offer.Of course we all know that our public media content whether produced locally or nationally is our keystone. It is top notch, award winning, and memorable.We can build on this by providing a fan experience.
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We offer experiences for our fans to have a voiceto create and exploreto participateand to meet their favorite PBS personalities
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Exploring ideas about what engagement looks like for WPSU, we ask: Where does WPSU’s mission and uniqueness overlap with community needs and interests?Is it music and art?is it the local food, cooking, and health?What about history?And how can WPSU help to tell the story of the history and unique features of a town?



Proposal 1 – Food theme
•Eating In with Lidia: Back to Basics
•Local/student videographers
•Digital short about local dining and public behind 

the scenes tours
•Cooking/teaching experience with local chef
•Favorite family recipes submissions
•Online cookbook
•PBS KIDS materials – recipes, nutrition
•Connoisseur’s Dinner cookbook inventory
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During our last meeting we started putting together a skeleton framework of what these engagement initiatives might look like.



Proposal 2 – 19th Amendment/Trailblazers
•PBS Quarterly Program Initiative 
•PBS ready-made activities
• Justice Belles group - -2020 commemoration 
•Female trailblazers in Bedford
•Scavenger hunt
•High school mentoring roundtable
•Penn State subject matter experts
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PBS QPILook at this historical event through textiles, fashion, food, women’s rightsHonor and commemorate those who fought for women’s suffrage in the U.S., the feminist movement throughout the 20th century, and the stories of modern women who continue to shatter the glass ceiling and transform modern history. Justice Bell visited all 67 Pennsylvania counties, arriving in Bedford on August 3, 1915Bedford County Commissioners proclaim that the calendar year of 2020 be recognized as a year of commemoration of the 19th Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.



Next Steps
•Flesh out ideas into a draft proposal
•Schedule Zoom meeting with Bedford leadership
•Decide what is possible under current and 

unknown conditions
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Flesh out these ideas into a draft proposalSchedule Zoom meeting with Bedford leadership to talk through win-win engagement strategiesDecide what is possible under current and unknown conditions and of course budget
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